Book your Paris apartment. Not only will you get a taste of Parisian style and elegance, you'll also have all the practical benefits of a living space that's ready for an immediate move-in and comes equipped with everything you'll need, from furniture right down to plates and dishes. Book-A-Flat's properties are all of an exceptional standard and are selected according to rigorous criteria: namely that each apartment is tastefully decorated, well appointed, and in a convenient and desirable location. Book Illustrations. Login. Search. Menu. Nächliches Paris. Konstantin Korovin (Russian, 1861-1939). Facebook Twitter Pinterest. See more ideas about books, paris, paris books. View Paris Short Story's book, For some, Paris is home..., on Booklaunch.io—the platform for authors and publishers who want to sell more books. Paris Writers. Projects For Kids. Best non-fiction books about Paris: Stuff Parisians Like by Olivier Magny. Paris versus New York by Vahram Muratyan. Best coffee table books about Paris: Paris in Color by Nichole Robertson. The most recent addition to my Paris book collection, The New Paris is a fascinating take on modern Paris. American journalist Lindsay Tramuta celebrates modern creatives and entrepreneurs who are bringing a fresh perspective to a city often mired in the past. It's also worth noting that the book's photography is gorgeous.